
      UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
      FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

__________________________________________
)

JERRY LEWIS BEY,             )
             )

   Plaintiff, )
) Civil Action Number

v. )      05-1076 (JPG)
)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, )
) 

   Defendant.                                     )
)

__________________________________________)

DECLARATION OF DAVID M. HARDY

I, David M. Hardy, declare as follows:

(1)     I am currently the Section Chief of the Record/Information Dissemination Section

(“RIDS”), Records Management Division (“RMD”), at Federal Bureau of Investigation

Headquarters (“FBIHQ”) in Washington, D.C.  I have held this position since August 1, 2002. 

Prior to my joining the FBI, from May 1, 2001 to July 31, 2002, I was the Assistant Judge

Advocate General of the Navy for Civil Law.  In that capacity, I had direct oversight of Freedom

of Information (“FOIA”) policy, procedures, appeals, and litigation for the Navy.  From 

October 1, 1980 to April 30, 2001, I served as a Navy Judge Advocate at various commands and

routinely worked with FOIA matters.  I am also an attorney, and have been licensed to practice

law in the State of Texas since 1980.

(2)     In my current capacity as Section Chief, I supervise the Freedom of

Information/Privacy Acts (“FOIPA”) Litigation Support Unit.  The statements contained in this

declaration are based upon my personal knowledge, upon information provided to me in my
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official capacity, and upon conclusions and determinations reached and made in accordance

therewith.

(3)     Due to the nature of my official duties, I am familiar with the procedures followed

by the FBI in responding to requests for information from its files pursuant to the provisions of

the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552, and the Privacy Act (PA) of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a, collectively

referred to as FOIPA.  Specifically, I am aware of the treatment which has been afforded the

FOIPA request of plaintiff, Jerry Lewis Bey, which seeks access to certain telephone toll records

for two telephone numbers that were issued to him.  Plaintiff maintains that these telephone toll

records were obtained by the FBI and filed in St. Louis Office file number 245B-SL-5.

(4)     This FOIPA request by plaintiff seeks access to the telephone toll records for two

telephone numbers that were issued to him, specifically (314) 741-3341 and (314) 355-6721, for

the period of November of 1985.  Plaintiff states that these telephone toll records were obtained

by the FBI via an Administrative Subpoena pursuant to an Organized Crime Drug Enforcement

(OCDE) Task Force investigation of himself.  Plaintiff states that these telephone toll records

should have been filed in St. Louis file 245B-SL-5 and thus should have been released to him

pursuant to his FOIPA requests for all of the documents contained in this St. Louis file.

(5)     The purpose of this declaration is to provide the Court and the plaintiff with a

chronology of plaintiff’s FOIPA request for these telephone toll records, an explanation of the

FBI’s Central Records System, a description of St. Louis file number 245B-SL-5, and a

description of the searches of this St. Louis file for these telephone toll records and the efforts to

locate these records made by the FBI at both the St. Louis Field Office and FBIHQ.
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        CORRESPONDENCE PERTAINING TO PLAINTIFF’S FOIPA REQUEST

(6)     Set forth below is a chronology and description of the pertinent correspondence

concerning plaintiff’s  FOIPA request.  Copies of this correspondence are attached hereto as

Exhibits A-O.  

(7)     Letter from plaintiff to FBIHQ, dated August 30, 2002, making a FOIPA request

for specific records in St. Louis file 245B-SL-5 concerning telephone toll records for the month

of November, 1985, for two telephone numbers that were issued to him during the year of 1985. 

Plaintiff states that the FBI obtained the telephone toll records for telephone numbers (314) 741-

3341 and (314) 355-6721 pursuant to an OCDE Task Force investigation of himself.  In addition,

plaintiff provides a Certification of Identity form.  (See Exhibit A).

(8)     Letter from FBIHQ to plaintiff, dated September 27, 2002, acknowledging receipt

of his FOIPA request and assigning it FOIPA Request Number 967782.    (See Exhibit B).

           (9)     Letter from plaintiff to FBIHQ, dated May 9, 2003, requesting telephone toll records

for only his home telephone number of (314) 355-6721 for the period of July of 1985 through

December of 1985.  Plaintiff also encloses two FBI documents that were released to him by

FBIHQ pursuant to a prior FOIPA request.  These FBI records state that the FBI obtained

subscriber information and long distance toll records for telephone number (314) 355-6721 for

the period of July of 1985 through December of 1985 from the Southwestern Bell Telephone

Company on January 21, 1986, pursuant to an Administrative Subpoena.    (See Exhibit C).

(10)    Letter from plaintiff to FBIHQ, dated July 23, 2003, which reiterates his request

for the telephone toll records for his home telephone number of (314) 355-6721. 

(See Exhibit D).
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(11)    Letter from plaintiff to FBIHQ, dated October 31, 2003, advising that he has been

transferred from the U.S. Penitentiary in Beaumont, Texas, to the Federal Correctional Institute

in Edgefield, South Carolina.  Plaintiff also encloses a copy of his letter to FBIHQ, dated July 23,

2003, and copies of the two FBI documents concerning the telephone toll records of his home

telephone number.    (See Exhibit E).

(12)    Letter from FBIHQ to plaintiff, dated November 6, 2003, that was inadvertently

mailed to his former address at the U.S. Penitentiary at Beaumont, Texas.  This letter advises that

528 pages of records from Subfiles C through I and Subfiles K through M of St. Louis file 

245-SL-5 have been processed pursuant to the provisions of the FOIPA and that 458 pages were

being released to him with certain information being exempt from disclosure pursuant to

subsections (b)(2), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(D), (b)(7)(E), and (b)(7)(F) of the Freedom of Information

Act and subsection (j)(2) of the Privacy Act.1  This letter also advises that, with the prior releases

of records made to him on May 31, 2000, and November 14, 2001, this release of records

completes his FOIPA request and all releasable documents from St. Louis file 245-SL-5 have

been released to him.  This letter also advises him that there is a fee of $45.80 in duplication fees

for this release of documents.  In addition, this letter also advises him of the procedure for filing

an administrative appeal with the Department of Justice, Office of Information and Privacy,

concerning any denials of information pertaining to this release.    (See Exhibit F).

(13)    Letter from FBIHQ to plaintiff, dated November 12, 2003, that was mailed to his

new address at the Federal Correctional Institution in Edgefield, South Carolina, advising that all
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of the documents contained in St. Louis file number 245B-5 have now been processed and

released to him pursuant to the provisions of the FOIPA and therefore, he has received all

releasable documents from this file.    (See Exhibit G).

(14)    Letter from plaintiff to FBIHQ, dated November 17, 2003, advising that he has not

received the letter dated November 6, 2003, in which the FBI released documents to him.  This

letter also requests that these documents be forwarded to him at his new address at the Federal

Correctional Institution in Edgefield, South Carolina.  There is a handwritten notation on this

letter which states that the previous release package was remailed to his new address.  In

addition, plaintiff encloses a copy of the letter from FBIHQ dated November 12, 2003.    

(See Exhibit H).

(15)    Letter from plaintiff to FBIHQ, dated November 29, 2003, advising that he has

received the 458 pages of documents released to him pursuant to provisions of the FOIPA. 

Plaintiff also advises that he is returning these documents to FBIHQ inasmuch as he asserts that

these documents do not pertain to him, but rather to an individual named Vernon Whitlock, and

he also asserts that he did not request these records.2  Plaintiff reiterates his request for the

telephone toll records and encloses a copy of his letter to FBIHQ dated May 9, 2003, and copies

of the two FBI documents concerning the telephone toll records of his home telephone number.   

(See Exhibit I).

(16)    Letter from plaintiff to FBIHQ, dated December 11, 2003, in which he reiterates
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his request for the telephone toll records of his home telephone number.  Plaintiff also encloses

copies of his letters to FBIHQ dated May 9, 2003, and July 23, 2003, and copies of the two FBI

documents concerning the telephone toll records of his home telephone number.    

(See Exhibit J).

(17)    Letter from plaintiff to FBIHQ, dated January 18, 2004, in which he reiterates his

request for the telephone toll records of his home telephone number.    (See Exhibit K).

(18)    Letter from FBIHQ to plaintiff, dated February 2, 2004, which refers to his letters

to FBIHQ dated December 11, 2003, and January 18, 2004, and advises that all of the documents

contained in St. Louis file number 245B-5 have been processed and released to him pursuant to

the provisions of the FOIPA and therefore, he has received all releasable documents from this

file.    (See Exhibit L).

(19)    Letter from plaintiff to the Department of Justice, Office of Information and

Privacy, dated February 7, 2004, in which he makes an administrative appeal of the decision of

the FBI to not disclose to him the telephone toll records of his home telephone number.  Plaintiff

also encloses copies of one FBI document concerning the telephone toll records of his home

telephone number and the FBIHQ letter to him dated February 2, 2004.    (See Exhibit M).

(20)    Letter from the Department of Justice, Office of Information and Privacy, to

plaintiff, dated March 4, 2004, advising that his administrative appeal has been assigned Appeal

Number 04-1113.  This letter also advises that there is a substantial backlog of pending appeals

and that he would be notified of the decision on his appeal as soon as possible.    

(See Exhibit N).

(21)    Letter from plaintiff to the Department of Justice, Office of Information and
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Privacy, dated July 21, 2004, inquiring as to the status of his administrative appeal.  Plaintiff also

encloses copies of the letter from the Department of Justice, Office of Information and Privacy,

dated March 4, 2004, and copies of two FBI documents concerning the telephone toll records of

his home telephone number.  (See Exhibit O).

EXPLANATION OF THE FBI’S CENTRAL RECORDS SYSTEM

 (22)   The Central Records System (“CRS”), which is utilized by the FBI to conduct 

searches in response to FOIA and Privacy Act requests, enables it to maintain all information 

which it has acquired in the course of fulfilling its mandated law enforcement responsibilities. 

The records maintained in the CRS consist of administrative, applicant, criminal, personnel, and

other files compiled for law enforcement purposes.  This system consists of a numerical sequence

of files broken down according to subject matter.  The subject matter of a file may relate to an

individual, organization, company, publication, activity, or foreign intelligence matter.  Certain

records in this system are maintained at FBIHQ.  Records which are pertinent to specific field

offices of the FBI are maintained in those field offices.

(23)    Access to the CRS is afforded by the General Indices, which are arranged in 

alphabetical order.  The General Indices consist of index cards on various subject matters that are

searched either manually or through the automated indices.  The entries in the General Indices

fall into two categories:

(a)  A “main” entry — A “main” entry carries the name corresponding with a 
                   subject of a file contained in the CRS.

(b)  A “reference” entry — “Reference” entries, sometimes called “cross-               
              references” are generally only a mere mention or reference to an individual,     
              organization, etc., contained in a document located in another “main” file on 
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       a different subject matter.

(24)    Access to the CRS files at FBI field divisions is also afforded by the General

Indices (automated and manual), which are likewise arranged in alphabetical order, and consist

of an index on various subjects, including the names of individuals and organizations.  Searches

made in the General Indices to locate records concerning a particular subject, such as “Jerry

Lewis Bey”, are made by searching the subject requested in the index.  FBI field divisions have

automated indexing functions.

(25)    On October 16, 1995, the Automated Case Support (“ACS”) system was

implemented for all Field Offices, Legats and FBIHQ.  More than 105 million records were

converted from automated systems previously utilized by the FBI.  ACS consists of three

integrated, yet separately functional, automated applications that support case management

functions for all FBI investigative and administrative cases, which are:

(a)  Investigative Case Management (“ICM”) – ICM provides the ability to open,

assign, and close investigative and administrative cases as well as to set, assign, and track leads.  

The Office of Origin (“OO”), which sets leads for itself and other divisions, as needed, opens a

case.  The offices that receives leads are referred to as Lead Offices (“LOs”), formerly known as

Auxiliary Offices.  When a case is opened, it is assigned a Universal Case File Number

(“UCFN”), such as "245-SL-34567", which is utilized by all FBI offices, including FBIHQ, that

are conducting or assisting in the investigation.  The "245" indicates the type of investigation,

which in this case is “Narcotics”; “SL” indicates the Office of Origin of the investigation, which

in this case is the St. Louis Field Office; and “34567" indicates the individual case file number

for the particular investigation.
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(b)  Electronic Case File – ECF serves as the central electronic repository for the

FBI’s official text-based documents.  ECF supports the universal serial concept, where only the 

creator of a document serializes it into a file, providing single source entry of serials into the 

computerized system.  All original serials are maintained in the OO case file.

(c)  Universal Index (“UNI”) – UNI continues the universal concepts of ACS by 

providing a complete subject/case index to all investigative and administrative cases.  Only the 

OO is required to index: however, the LOs may index additional information as needed.  UNI, an 

over 90.1 million record index, provides functions to index names to cases, and to search names

and cases for use in FBI investigative and administrative cases.  Names of individuals or non-

individuals are recorded with identifying information, such as sex, race, event date, date or place

of birth, locality, Social Security number, or address.

(26)    The decision to index names other than subjects, suspects, and victims is a

discretionary decision made by the investigative FBI Special Agent (“SA”), the supervisor in the

field division conducting the investigation, and the supervising FBI SA at FBIHQ.  The FBI does

not index every name in its files; rather, it indexes only that information considered to be

pertinent, relevant, or essential for future retrieval.  Without a “key” or index to this mass of data,

information essential to ongoing investigations could not be readily retrieved.  The FBI files

would thus be merely archival in nature and could not be effectively used to serve the mandated

mission of the FBI, which is to investigate violations of federal criminal statutes.  Therefore, the

General Indices to the CRS files are the means by which the FBI can determine what retrievable

information, if any, the FBI may have in its CRS files on a particular subject matter or individual.
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       SEARCHES FOR AND DESCRIPTION OF ST. LOUIS FILE NUMBER 245B-SL-5

(27)     In response to plaintiff’s FOIPA request, FBIHQ and the St. Louis Field Office

initiated searches of their respective Automated General Indices to the CRS to identify any

records concerning plaintiff.  The Automated General Indices to the CRS were searched for any

records pertaining to “Jerry Lewis Bey”.  As result of this search, FBIHQ identified St. Louis

Field Office main file number 245B-SL-5 as responsive to plaintiff’s request.  This St. Louis file

was forwarded to FBIHQ for processing pursuant to the provisions of the FOIPA and all

releasable documents contained in this file were subsequently released to plaintiff.

(28)     St. Louis file 245B-SL-5 pertains to a FBI Narcotics investigation of plaintiff and

several other individuals.  This investigation is captioned “Jerry Lewis Bey; Vernon Whitlock,

Jr.; the Moorish Science Temple of America, et. al; Narcotics Matter; Organized Crime Drug

Enforcement Task Force Case” and was conducted by the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement

Task Force, of which the St. Louis Field Office was a participant along with other federal law

enforcement agencies (including the Drug Enforcement Administration and the Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms) and local law enforcement agencies (including the 

St. Louis Police Department).  The FBI has jurisdiction over this type of law enforcement

investigation pursuant to 21 U.S.C. § 801 et seq. (the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention

and Control Act of 1970, also referred to as the Controlled Substances Act) and 21 U.S.C. § 841

(Manufacture and Distribution of a Controlled Substance).  The initial document in this file is

dated March 2, 1983, and the last document in this file is dated February 14, 1995, although it

should be noted that the bulk of the investigation was conducted between 1983 and 1987 while 

the remainder of the file concerns such administrative matters as Civil Forfeiture matters.  During
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this investigation, the FBI utilized confidential FBI sources, cooperating witnesses and St. Louis

Police Department officers and a FBI Special Agent acting in undercover capacities to investigate

and gather evidence concerning the distribution of heroin, cocaine, Dilaudid and Preludin in the

St. Louis area by plaintiff, Vernon Whitlock and other subjects and suspects.  Plaintiff was never

indicted pursuant to this Narcotics investigation; however, Vernon Whitlock was indicted and

pled guilty to eight counts of 21 U.S.C. § 841(a)(1) and was sentenced to serve 24 years in a

federal penitentiary.  

(29)    During the course of this Narcotics investigation, the telephone toll records of

several individuals, including plaintiff, were obtained by the FBI through the use of

Administrative Subpoenas served on the Southwestern Bell Telephone Company.  However, a

complete review of all of the documents contained in this file has determined that apparently

only certain telephone toll records of investigative and/or evidentiary value were maintained by

the FBI and filed in St. Louis file 245B-SL-5.  The review of this St. Louis file has determined

that the specific telephone toll records sought by plaintiff are not contained in this file and were

apparently not of sufficient investigative or evidentiary value to be maintained and filed by the

FBI pursuant to this investigation. 

    REVIEWS OF ST. LOUIS FILE NUMBER 245B-SL-5 FOR THE
     TELEPHONE TOLL RECORDS SOUGHT BY PLAINTIFF

(30)    Pursuant to this litigation by plaintiff, Special Agent Peter Krusing, the Chief

Division Counsel of the St. Louis Field Office, personally conducted a complete review of all of

the documents contained in St. Louis file 245B-SL-5 in an effort to locate the specific telephone

toll records sought by plaintiff.  Concurrently, a Legal Administrative Specialist in the FOIPA
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Litigation Support Unit at FBIHQ also personally conducted a complete review of all of the

documents contained in the copy of St. Louis file 245B-SL-5 that was used in the processing of

plaintiff’s FOIPA request.  Both of these reviews determined that the specific telephone toll

records sought by plaintiff are not contained in this St. Louis file.

(31)    It should be noted that this St. Louis file exists only in a paper format and that

there are no computerized or digitized records within this file.  The searches of this file

conducted by the St. Louis Field Office Chief Division Counsel and the Legal Administrative

Specialist at FBIHQ consisted of a document-by-document review of all of the paper documents

within this file. 

(32)    These reviews conducted by both the St. Louis Field Office and FBIHQ

determined that on January 21, 1986, the St. Louis Field Office did obtain telephone toll records

of telephone number (314) 355-6721 for the period of July of 1985 through December of 1985

through the use of an Administrative Subpoena served on the Southwestern Bell Telephone

Company.  However, these reviews have also determined that these telephone toll records were

apparently not retained by the St. Louis Field Office and filed in St. Louis file 245B-SL-5.  

(33)    The only documents in this file which refer to telephone number (314) 355-6721

are attached hereto as Exhibit P.  These four documents are identified as Serials 329, 333, 1A

Cover Sheet, and Serial 1A93 of St. Louis file 245-B-SL-5.  Serial 329 is a letter from the St.

Louis Field Office to the Southwestern Bell Telephone company, dated January 14, 1986,

requesting that subscriber information and long distance toll records for three telephone numbers

in the St. Louis area, including plaintiff’s telephone number (314) 355-6721, be provided to the

St. Louis Field Office pursuant to an official criminal investigation of a suspected violation of
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Title 21 of the United States Code.  Serial 333 is an FBI Form FD-302 detailing the acquisition

by the FBI of subscriber information and long distance toll records for plaintiff’s telephone

number (314) 355-6721 for the period of July 1985 through December 1985 from the

Southwestern Bell Telephone Company pursuant to an Administrative Subpoena.  The third

document is a 1A Section Cover Sheet which lists the contents of Serial 1A93 as an

Administrative Subpoena for three telephone numbers in the St. Louis area, including plaintiff’s

telephone number (314) 355-6721.3  Serial 1A93 consists of a 1A envelope and an

Administrative Subpoena served on the Southwestern Bell Telephone Company for subscriber

billing information and long distance toll records for the period of July 1985 through December

1985 for three St. Louis area telephone numbers, including plaintiff’s telephone number (314)

355-6721.  (See Exhibit P).

(34)    These reviews of St. Louis file 245B-SL-5 conducted by the St. Louis Office and

FBIHQ also determined that there are no references in this file to plaintiff’s other telephone

number (314) 741-3341.  There is no documentary evidence contained in this file that the FBI

ever attempted to obtain any telephone toll records for this telephone number and there is no

mention of this telephone number anywhere in this St. Louis file.

(35)    The FBI has considered the possibility as to whether there may be any additional

locations where the requested documents concerning these telephone toll records would

reasonably be expected to be located, and has concluded that there are no other files, apart from

the St. Louis file, in which the subject documents could reasonably be located.
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           EXPLANATION OF WHY PLAINTIFF’S TELEPHONE TOLL RECORDS
                           ARE NOT FILED IN ST. LOUIS FILE 245B-SL-5

(36)    As detailed in the preceding paragraphs, the complete reviews of all of the

documents contained in St. Louis file 245B-SL-5 have determined that the telephone toll records

sought by plaintiff are not contained in this file.

(37)    During the course of a criminal investigation, numerous documents and records are

obtained by the FBI.  These records are then reviewed and analyzed for pertinent information of

investigative and/or evidentiary interest to the particular criminal investigation.  Such records

containing information of investigative and/or evidentiary interest are then utilized to set

investigative leads that will further the progress of the investigation or are retained for future

investigative or evidentiary purposes.  Records which contain information of investigative and/or

evidentiary interest are then filed in the main file of the criminal investigation.

(38)    However, it is often the case that the FBI will obtain records and documents which,

upon further review and analysis, are determined to not contain any information of investigative

and/or evidentiary interest to the particular criminal investigation.  In those instances in which

the records are not useful to the furtherance of the criminal investigation or are not of evidentiary

value, such records are not retained by the FBI and filed in the main file of the criminal

investigation.  This is apparently the case in regard to the telephone toll records of plaintiff’s

telephone number (314) 355-6721.  Although there is documentary evidence that the telephone

toll records for this telephone number were obtained by the FBI through the use of an

Administrative Subpoena, there is no documentary evidence that these records were subsequently

retained and filed in the St. Louis main file concerning this Narcotics investigation.
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(39)    As an illustration that this is the most probable explanation as to why the telephone

toll records sought by plaintiff are not located in this file, it should be noted that there are several

other instances in this file in which telephone toll records of other subjects and suspects of the

investigation were obtained through the use of Administrative Subpoenas, but were apparently

also not retained and filed in this file.  For example, attached as Exhibit Q are three consecutive

serials from this file (serials 104, 105 and 106) which document that the FBI obtained telephone

toll records for three St. Louis area telephone numbers of other individuals through the use of

Administrative Subpoenas.  However, the reviews of this file conducted by the St. Louis Office

and FBIHQ have also determined that none of these telephone toll records are filed in the St.

Louis file.  These telephone toll records of other individuals were obtained in the same method as

plaintiff’s telephone toll records; however, they also were apparently not retained by the FBI and

filed in the main file of this Narcotics investigation.   (See Exhibit Q).

      PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION
       FOR ENLARGEMENT OF TIME

(40)    On August 15, 2005, plaintiff filed a Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant’s

Motion for Enlargement of Time, in which he states that the telephone toll records at issue in this

litigation should be located in Serials 1A104 through 1A132 of St. Louis file 245B-SL-5.  As

stated in the preceding paragraphs, the complete reviews of all of the documents in this file by

the St. Louis Office and FBIHQ have determined that the telephone toll records sought by

plaintiff for telephone numbers (314) 741-3341 and (314) 355-6721 are not contained anywhere

in this file, including Serials 1A104 through 1A132.  Attached as Exhibit R are the 1A Section

Cover Sheets that list the contents of Serials 1A104 through 1A132.  Although Serials 1A104,
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1A106, 1A114, 1A119 and 1A130 do contain references to Administrative Subpoenas and

telephone toll records, these references are to different telephone numbers than the two telephone

numbers sought by plaintiff.  (See Exhibit R).

CONCLUSION

(41)    The thorough and complete reviews of all of the documents contained in St. Louis

file 245B-SL-5 conducted by both the St. Louis Field Office and FBIHQ have determined that

the telephone toll records sought by plaintiff are not contained in this file.  These reviews have

also determined that the telephone toll records for plaintiff’s telephone number (314) 355-6721

were obtained on January 21, 1986, by the St. Louis FBI Field Office during the course of this

Narcotics investigation through the use of an Administrative Subpoena served on the

Southwestern Bell Telephone Company.  These reviews also determined that there is no

documentary evidence that the FBI ever obtained telephone toll records for plaintiff’s telephone

number (314) 741-3341 and that there are no references at all to this telephone number in 

St. Louis file 245B-SL-5.  These reviews also determined that there are several other instances in

this file in which telephone toll records of other individuals were also obtained by the FBI

through the use of Administrative Subpoenas, but were apparently also not retained by the FBI

and filed in the St. Louis main file.

(42)   The multiple examples in this file of telephone toll records being obtained by the

FBI, but apparently not subsequently retained and filed in the St. Louis main file leads to the

logical probability that the telephone toll records for telephone number (314) 355-6721 were

obtained by the FBI; subsequently reviewed and analyzed by the FBI and determined to not be of

any investigative and/or evidentiary interest in the Narcotics investigation of plaintiff and other
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